
Monthly Pulse Survey:
Subways and Buses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Rich mentioned in Committee, and seen in the Committee books, a new monthly survey in place to allow us keep a closer pulse of customer sentiment.   I first need to thank the market research team, Janice Pepper, James Rubin who took the lead on this with assists from Pat Imbro and Jon Kaufman.



A new Monthly Pulse Survey for subway and 
bus customers

In June, ~52% of subway survey respondents 
indicated they were satisfied or very 
satisfied. Bus satisfaction ran higher, at 67%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to highlight a few key revealing insights from that research In June—52% of subway survey respondents indicated they were satisfied or very satisfied, bus satisfaction ran higher at 67%



What would encourage you to use the subway 
more often?

Three of the top five interventions that would 
encourage more subway use are related to 
safety and security.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve talked a lot about our fiscal crisis being very dependent on ridership return.  When asked directly what would make folks ride more, they are very clear – less erratic behavior and feeling safer on subways.   (PAGE 1)



What would encourage you to use the bus 
more often?

Safety and security are not major concerns 
on buses – shorter wait times and more 
reliable service will encourage more ridership
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On buses, we don’t have a safety problem to get folks to ride more...we need to monitor our headways, dispatch smarter, reduce bus bunching and increase bus operator availability on weekends, all in an effort to reduce long wait times.



Customer perception of safety has been 
largely unchanged since we began tracking 
monthly in February

On a scale of 1-10, how safe do you feel using 
the subway?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve been tracking riders’ perceived safety on trains and platforms since early this year.  Despite the efforts of NYPD and the new Administration, you can see in this chart the sentiment hasn’t changed since February.  On a scale of 1 to 10, our average score is about 4.  We all have our own personal experiences in the subway and I can understand why sentiment hasn’t changed here.  The images of fellow new yorkers standing on the track bed holding up trains, pacing, needles on the platform, men smoking on trains, women holding crying infants and asking for money—even if our own personal safety isnt threatened, our public space is.  These images conjur up our worst fears and our natural reaction is to run and avoid.  run and avoid.  Not great for our ridership return.  



How do you feel about the number of uniformed 
police officers you’ve seen in the subway?

When asked directly about the perceived NYPD 
presence in our system, the sentiment has also been 
fairly consistent – nearly 60% of riders feel there are too 
few officers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When asked directly about the NYPD presence in our system, the sentiment is also clear – nearly 60% of riders feel there are too few officers.  I know there are many people working on this issue every day, including the most senior levels of management here at the MTA, and at City Hall.   While you’ve heard me say it before, on behalf of the customers I’ve been trying to advocate for 5 years, the more visible our cops are,– ideally on trains or actively walking up and down the platform, the safer our customers will feel.OPTIONALI know that some might argue that the presence of MTA staff would lessen our reliance on police officers.  However, the safety risks are too great right now.  At a recent fare awareness event at Queensboro Plaza, I positioned myself in front of an emergency exit gate that was being used by many fare evaders.  I was promptly shoved aside, called terrible names, while other fare evaders cheered on.  But since the shove didn’t lead to "real and lasting harm" it wasn’t considered an assault and the perpetrator was let free, screaming "I'll be back to get you" on his way out of the station.  It was an incredibly painful experience for me and members of my team watching – one that I hope my front-line colleagues never have to experience.   We have a lot of work to do here and I encourage the board to spend a bit more time in stations, speaking to staff and riders and NYPD to get NYC back on its feet.
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